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A BRIEF STUDY OF THE PAVAN
by THL Michaela de La Chesnaye des Bois

Quiet falls over the crowd as all eyes turn to the back of the sanctuary. The bride, in a long ivory dress, stands next to her father. They walk down the aisle – step-close, step-close, step-close. The bride's train trails behind them. The audience smiles and nods, unaware they are actually watching part of a dance, a dance that is five hundred years old.

A pavan is a processional dance for couples that came into fashion in the early 1500s. It was typically used to begin court functions and balls. Pavans were slow, stately, and elegant, and provided the participants the opportunity to display their best clothing. Pavans "announce[d] the grand ball and [were] arranged to last until the dancers [had] circled the hall two or three times…" [1] and were often followed by a galliard.

When Thoinet Arbeau (an anagram for Jehan Tabourot) wrote Orchesography, the pavan was already well established in France and England. (The book was published by a student of Arbeau in 1589 a year after Arbeau's death.) In a conversation with a fictitious student Capriol, Arbeau explains "our predecessors danced pavans" [2] and "our musicians play it when a maiden of good family is taken to Holy Church to be married or when they lead a procession of the chaplains, masters and brethen of some notable confraternity." [3] He adds: "On solemn feast days the pavan is employed by kings, princes and great noblemen to display themselves in their fine mantles and ceremonial robes. They are accompanied by queens, princesses and great ladies, the long trains of their dresses loosened and sweeping behind them, sometimes borne by damsels." [4] 

There are various theories as to the origin of the pavan; however, the general agreement is that it originated in Italy. In a translated text of Orchesography, translator Mary Stewart Evans added an endnote regarding the pavan: "The pavan was of Italian origin, occasionally written padovana [5] suggesting Padua as its birthplace. Because of its great popularity in Spain it was long assumed to have originated there, while others associate the name with the French words se pavaner, to move like a peacock." [6] In Dances of England and France 1450-1600, Dolmetsch says "the name 'Pavana' is derived from 'Padoana,' an ancient dance of Pauda [Italy]." [7] The proceedings from the Ansteorra Kingdom Dance Workshop suggest that the word pavan "may have originally come from 'pava,' the Arabic word for peacock." [8]

Pavan Steps

The pavan is a very basic dance. Arbeau says, "it is merely two simples and one double forward and two simples and one double backward." [9] He does stipulate that the dancers may continue to advance if they choose, and "when one knows the steps and movements of one pavan…one can dance all the others." [10]  As described by Arbeau, a simple is a step forward with one foot and then bringing the other foot next to it. A double is three steps forward with alternating feet and then bringing the foot behind next to the other foot.

Another movement Arbeau says can be done in the pavan is a conversion, a step used when approaching the end of the hall. The gentleman moves backwards while the lady moves forwards until they are facing the opposite direction. Arbeau discusses this movement in relation to the basse dance but says "it seems to me this practice should always be followed in the pavan when one wishes to take two or three turns around the room" [11] in order to avoid exposing the lady to a possible mishap while moving backwards.  

During a discussion on the galliard, Arbeau stipulates that the dance should begin with a reverence: "After making the reverence, they circled the room once or twice together simply walking." [12]  The "simply walking" is the processional part of the dance – the pavan. He ends this discussion by describing that the dancer "performed the reverence and returned her to the place from whence he had led her forth to dance." [13]  Thus, the dance ends with another reverence, after which the gentleman escorts the lady off the dance floor. Although Arbeau does not specify that the pavan itself ends with a reverence, it seems logical to assume it does, even if it is not followed by a galliard.

Also during his discussion on galliards, Arbeau states that, after having circled the room, "the dancer released the damsel." [14]  This indicates that the couples must have been hand-in-hand during the pavan. Since the only steps in the pavan given by Arbeau are the simple, double, reverence, and conversion, it also implies that the dancers remain side-by-side as well.

Despite Arbeau only describing these four movements, other sources indicate an additional movement for the pavan: a single to the side. A dance containing this movement is the Quadrain Pavan, which is detailed (with various title spellings) in six manuscripts that describe life from 1570 to 1675 at the Inns of Court in England. Five manuscripts describe the Quadrain Pavan as having singles done to the side, as opposed to forwards or backwards. The sixth manuscript, Rawlinson D.864, has the singles only done forwards and backwards.

One other pavan described in the manuscripts includes singles to the side: "The longe pavian" [15]  in the Rawlinson. 108 manuscript. This dance consists of singles and doubles both forward and backward, and singles to the side. Thus, although omitted by Arbeau, there were clearly dances called pavans that consisted of more than singles and doubles forwards and backwards.

A dance called the Spanish Pavan involves even more movements, but its instructions are quite vague. Arbeau says the steps "are rearranged with a variety of gestures, and, as it is somewhat similar to the dance known as the canary." [16]  Douce 280, a manuscript at the Bodleian Library in Oxford, also lists the Spanish Pavan, but its description is also basically non-existent: "Honour. [17] It must be learnd by practise & demonstra=  tion, being performed with boundes & capers  & in ye ende honour./" [18] 

Types of Pavans

The pavan could be divided into two types. One was the simple walking forward and backward dance described by Arbeau. This pavan could be done to any appropriate music. The second type of pavan was more structured and sometimes used steps to the side as well as forwards and backwards. The descriptions of these types of pavans often include a specific number of repeats, thus requiring specific music. The Iron Mountain Dance Book II differentiates between these two types: "Processional pavans were used at the openings of grand balls and court functions, to let the participants enter and circle the hall in solemn and colorful formation…Set pavans are choreographed dances unto themselves, to their own music. They are more complex than the processional pavans, using more steps than the simple advance and retreat." [19]  Dolmetsch agrees: "Soon other…forms of pavan were developed, partaking of the nature of set dances." [20]

The Long Pavan is one example of a set pavan. Rawlinson Poet. 108 says: "ij singles a duble forward ij singles syde reptince  backe once // ij singles syde a duble forward reprince  backe twyse // ij singles a duble forward one  single backe twyse. ij singles a duble forward  ij singles syde reprince backe once / ij singles syde  a duble forward reprince backe twyse.//" [21] (Reprince seems to indicate a reprise, a movement backwards.) Another example of a set pavan is "Cycyllya pavyan" [22] described in Rawlinson Poet. 108: "one single a duble forward once // ij singles a duble  forward reprince backe vj. Twyse // ij singles a  duble forward reprince backe twyse // one single  a duble forward once // ij singles a duble for  reprince back vj twyse //." [23] In both of these dances, the steps are clearly choreographed in a certain order with a specified number of repeats, unlike the basic single-single-double of the processional pavan.

Ornamentation in the Pavan

Although none of these sources mention ornamentation in the pavan, various embellishments have developed. Alexander B. Clark in Court & Country: Dances of the Renaissance in England and France notes that, "In modern times, an up and down movement is sometimes added to the end of each single or double in the pavane. This might be appropriate for some period French dances (possibly including this one), as long as it is done gracefully. Also, the steps are sometimes done by modern dancers in a diagonal, zig-zagging way." [24] 

The Ansteorra Kingdom Dance Workshop gives an example of the up and down movement: "The basic step consists of stepping forward on one foot, and bringing the other one up to close with it. Bend your knees slightly while doing this, and then straighten up slightly on your toes as you close." [25]

Dolmetsch, in The Dances of England and France, describes the zig-zagging embellishment: "The pair of singles occupies four beats…On the first beat, step forward (but swerving a little towards the left) with the left foot, flat on the ground, at the same time bending the right knee slightly. On the second beat, join the right foot to the left in the first position, rising moderately on the toes with straightened knees, and sinking at the heels at the half-beat." [26] The right single is the mirror image of the left. Dolmetsch goes on to describe the left double, of which the right double is a mirror image: "On the first beat step forward on the flat of the left foot. On the second beat advance the right foot a few inches in front of the left, rising gently on the toes and sinking again. On the third beat, step again on the flat of the left foot swerving to the left, and on the fourth beat join the right foot to the left in the first position, rising on the toes and sinking the heels at the half-beat."  [27] 

One other embellishment is a slight hand waving described by Dolmetsch. "When making the sideways singles it is good to move the free hand gently in the direction in which the foot is moving; and with the forward singles, towards the left for a left single and to the right for a right single." [28]

The minister finishes, "What God has joined together let no man put asunder." [29] The audience smiles and nods, unaware they have actually been listening to a ceremony that has parts over five hundred years old. But that has its own history.
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